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Typeface Specifications for Headlines, Sub-heads, Body Text, Cutlines & Captions 

There are five primary forms of text being used on the website.  They are: Headlines, Sub-heads, Body Text, 
Cutlines and Captions.  Additionally, there are two primary Typeface Families being employed on the website.  
They are: Signika and Open Sans.  A comprehensive discussion on the selection of both typefaces has been 
covered in two other specifications documents: Website Typefaces Specifications and Website Typefaces Samples. 

The purpose of this document is to illustrate the use of the two typeface families when putting words on paper.  
To that purpose this document will describe the various instances in which text will be used and specify which 
typeface families should be applied to each.  This document will also provide broad definitions for each of the 
various forms of text. 

Headline - Definition 
The Headline is the major summary statement that applies to the story being presented.  It presents the most 
important, compelling and newsworthy facts of the story, and is designed to motivate the reader to read the rest 
of the article.  It should express a complete thought and will away contain a verb.  

Headlines are always set using the Signika Typeface Family.  Type sizes will vary across a broad range of sizes 
depending upon the page layout and the amount of words that are to be presented.  Headline type sizes typically 
range between 20-points to 28-points.  However it is not unusual to have Headlines set above and below the 
range.  Signika is primarily a “display type” and as such it is designed to be heavier in form or weight in order to 
stand out. 

Sub-head - Definition 
The Sub-head typically follows the Headline lying in a position directly below the Headline.  The purpose of the 
Sub-head it to further illuminate/elaborate the statement made in the Headline in order to add clarity or 
additional information. 

Sub-heads are alway set using the Open Sans Typeface Family.  Type size will vary depending on the page layout 
and number of words that are needed to convey the information.  Sub-head type sizes typically will range 
between 18-points to 22-points. Sub-heads should be set using the Semibold size NOT Boldface.  



Body Text - Definition 
Body Text is the term applied to text which is presented in paragraph form i.e., the story narrative.   

Body Text is always set using the Open Sans Typeface Family.  Signika should never be used as it is not as 
readable and does not translate as well as Open Sans when set in a paragraph, particularly when the story is 
lengthy.  If you need a bolder type, use the Open Sans Semibold type.  Type size will vary between 13-points and 
16-points. 

Cutlines - Definition 
Cutlines are mini-paragraphs that are exclusively used in conjunction with photography.  They are use to add 
clarity regarding the information represented by the photo.  Typical use would be to present a list of names 
(usually from l. to r.), explain an action or event. 

Cutlines are always set in the Open Sans Typeface Family.  Signika should never be used.  Type sizes will vary 
between 10-points and 13-points.   

Caption - Definition 
Captions are similar to Cutlines only shorter.  While Cutlines typically contain sentences that convey a complete 
thought (include a verb) Captions very often do not.  In some sense they provide a labeling function such as 
placing the name of the person who is featured in a photo, or follow a “Photo by John Doe” function. 

Captions should always be set in the Open Sans Typeface Family.  Because caption typically contain a very few 
words they are set using the Open Sans Semibold face.  Signika should never be used.  Type sizes will vary 
between 10-point and 13-points. 

The next Section will provide Screen shot examples of the described forms of text used on the Website. 



Headline & Sub-head Examples 

 

 

 

 



Body Text, Cutlines and Captions Examples 

Headline - 28pt Signika Sub-head - 18pt Open Sans

Caption - 14pt Open Sans Bold & SemiboldBody Text - 14pt Open Sans Semibold



Body Text, Cutlines and Captions Examples 
 

 

 
 

 

Headline - 28pt Signika Sub-head - 18pt Open Sans

Cutline - 13pt Open Sans Bold & Regular

Cutline - 14pt Open Sans Semibold

Body Text - 15pt Open Sans Regular 


